Motion Artifact Reduction in Contrast-Enhanced Dual-Energy Mammography – A Multireader Study about the Effect of Nonrigid Registration as Motion Correction on Image Quality

Bewegungsartefakte in der kontrastverstärkten Dual-Energy Mammografie – eine Multireader-Studie zur Wertigkeit der nicht-rigiden Registrierung auf die Bildqualität
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Ziel Bewegungsartefakte werden bei der contrast-enhanced dual-energy mammography (CEDEM) durch die technisch bedingte Verzögerung zwischen den Low- und High-energy-Aufnahmen begünstigt. In dieser Studie wurde die Wertigkeit einer Bewegungskorrektur durch unstarre Registrierung auf die Bildqualität der rekombinierten CEDEM-Bilder untersucht.


Ergebnisse Die mittleren Bewertungen der Kriterien 1–5 zeigen eine Überlegenheit der mittels Bewegungskorrektur prozessierten CEDEM-Bilder. Beispielsweise liegt die mittlere Bewertung der allgemeinen Bildqualität bei 0,86 (95%-KI 0,78–0,93). Lediglich die mittlere Bewertung von Kriterium 6 zeigt eine Unterlegenheit der mittels Bewegungskorrektur prozessierten CEDEM-Bilder (–0,29; 95%-KI –0,46 bis –0,13).

Schlussfolgerung Die Anwendung einer Bewegungskorrektur in Form einer unstarren Registrierung verbessert verschiedene Bildqualitätskriterien der rekombinierten CEDEM-Bilder, aber auf Kosten einer verschlechterten Lymphknotensichtbarkeit.

Kernaussagen:
- Die Nutzung der Bewegungskorrektur verbessert die Bildqualität.
- Die Bewegungskorrektur könnte das Potenzial haben, die diagnostische Genauigkeit zu erhöhen.
- Alternative Verfahren zur Bewegungsartefaktreduktion sind im klinischen Alltag aktuell nicht verfügbar.

ABSTRACT

Purpose The technically caused delay between low-energy (LE) and high-energy (HE) acquisitions allows motion artifacts in contrast-enhanced dual-energy mammography (CEDEM). In this study the effect of motion correction by nonrigid registration on image quality of the recombined images was investigated.
Materials and Methods  Retrospectively for 354 recombined CEDEM images an additional recombined image was processed from the raw data of LE and HE images using the motion correction algorithm. Five radiologists with many years of experience in breast cancer diagnostic imaging compared side-by-side one conventional processed CEDEM image with the corresponding image processed by the motion correction algorithm. Every pair of images was compared based on six criteria: General image quality (1), sharpeness of skin contour (2), reduction of image artifacts (3), sharpeness of lesion contour (4), contrast of lesion (5), visibility of lymph nodes (6). These criteria were rated on a Likert scale (improvement: +1, +2; deterioration: –1, –2).

Results  The mean ratings concerning criteria 1–5 showed a superiority of the recombined images processed by the motion correction algorithm. For example, the mean rating of general image quality was 0.86 (95% CI: 0.78; 0.93). Only the mean rating concerning criterion 6 showed an inferiority of the recombined images processed by the motion correction algorithm (–0.29 (–0.46; –0.13)).

Conclusion  The usage of nonrigid registration for motion correction significantly improves the general image quality and the quality of subordinate criteria on the recombined CEDEM images at the expense of somewhat reduced lymph node visibility in some cases.

Key Points:
- The usage of motion correction in CEDEM improves the general image quality
- Motion correction might have the potential to increase diagnostic accuracy
- Alternative methods of motion artifact reduction are not yet available in clinical practice
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Introduction
In many published studies concerning contrast-enhanced mammography, patient motion between the single image acquisitions is considered a source of image artifacts. Due to the increased acquisition time, this affects especially temporal subtraction contrast-enhanced mammography [1–5]. However, artifacts caused by motion between the acquisition of low-energy (LE) and high-energy (HE) images in contrast-enhanced dual-energy mammography (CEDEM) have also been described [3, 5–13]. On the one hand, artifacts have the potential to blur the borders of radiopaque structures [5, 6]. On the other hand, misregistration can possibly feign contrast enhancement in a region [11] or a contrast-enhancing lesion can be shown with a degraded density [12], which can both lead to misdiagnosis. Therefore, image artifacts caused by motion affect the image quality and possibly the diagnostic accuracy negatively. At best, usage of motion correction removes the negative effects. In this study for every conventional processed recombined CEDEM image, an additional motion-corrected recombined CEDEM image was processed from the raw data using an algorithm (Siemens Healthineers, Germany) which was implemented in our CEDEM system (MAMMOMAT Revelation, Siemens Healthineers, Germany). To assess the effect of motion correction on image quality, each conventional processed image was compared with the corresponding motion-corrected image side-by-side.

To the best of our knowledge, an exact analysis and statistical assessment of the effect of motion correction in CEDEM has not yet been conducted in the course of other research.

The purpose of the study was to investigate the effect of the motion correction algorithm. This was accomplished by six image quality criteria and by demonstrating the superiority or inferiority among the differently processed images.

Materials and Methods

Study design
Retrospectively, for all performed CEDEM examinations in our institution from October 2017 to October 2019 with saved raw data, additional recombined images were processed from the LE and HE images using the motion correction algorithm. A total of 358 CEDEM examinations with saved raw data were performed in 93 patients (35–80 years; average age 56.5; standard deviation 10.12) in the diagnostic workup of mammography. Image material of all CEDEM examination with saved raw data was included. Special inclusion or exclusion criteria were not present. Written informed consent from all patients for further usage of the acquired image material was obtained. After consultation with the Institutional Review Board, we obtained confirmation that explicit approval was not required as no examination was performed for this study and the used data set was completely anonymized.

Technique
All CEDEM examinations were performed on a mammography system capable of CEDEM (MAMMOMAT Revelation with TiCEM option, Siemens Healthineers, Germany). Weight-adapted (1.5 ml/kg) intravenous application of iohexol at a rate of 3 ml/s using a power injector (CT motion™ XD 8000, Ulrich medical, Germany) was followed by intravenous application of 10 ml of a physiologic saline solution. Two minutes after completed injection, image acquisition started, beginning with the suspicious breast in CC then MLO projection, followed by the contralateral breast in the same order. For 7 patients with the status post-mastectomy, just one breast was examined (5 left, 2 right). Dependent on breast thickness, the LE images were acquired between 23–32 kV. The HE images were acquired by using the system’s...
specific titanium filter at 49 kV. The delay between LE and HE acquisition was about 10 seconds. For each of the 358 recombined CEDEM images, an algorithm (Siemens Healthineers, Germany) used the raw data to process an additional motion-corrected recombinated image. The algorithm uses nonrigid registration. An iterative process was used to align the position of vasculature contours among LE and HE images. In this process, the LE image, which contains the morphological information, is used as a mask. The HE image will be adjusted accordingly by iteratively decreasing the misplacement between the two images. In cases without motion and consecutively an optimal overlap of LE and HE images, the algorithm would not apply a correction to the recombinated image [14]. 4 of the 358 pairs of images were found to be corrupted during the reading phase and were removed from the evaluation. Therefore, 354 pairs of images were considered. Criteria 1, 2 and 3 were rated for 100 % of pairs of images. Criteria 4 and 5 were rated for 17.7 % and 17.6 %, respectively, and criterion 6 was rated for 13.5 % of pairs of images, because these criteria were only given for some images.

Image analysis
Six criteria were compared for every pair of images: General image quality (1); sharpness of skin contour (2); reduction of image artifacts (3); sharpness of lesion contour (4); contrast of lesion (5); visibility of lymph nodes (6). Based on these criteria, every reader compared a recombinated CEDEM image with the corresponding motion-corrected recombinated CEDEM image and rated a possible difference. The results on a 5-point Likert scale were saved as numeric values (2 = better, 1 = slightly better, 0 = no difference, −1 = slightly worse, −2 = worse) and transmitted to Microsoft Office Excel by software developed for this study. If lesions and/or lymph nodes were not visible, criteria 4, 5, and/or 6 were not gathered for this pair of images. If more than one lesion was visible, the lesion with the highest quality difference between the two images was compared.

Five readers with 10 to 35 years of experience in mammography reading used a syngo.Breast Care Workstation (Siemens Healthineers, Germany) for side-by-side comparison of a conventionally processed CEDEM image and the corresponding CEDEM image which was processed by the motion correction algorithm. The order for all 354 pairs of images was randomized for every reader. Which of the two processed images was shown on the left or the right side of the monitor was also randomized for each reader. It was expected that, if a reader recognized the motion-corrected version with high confidence, the motion-corrected version would be preferred. To prevent this bias the readers got the information that the pairs of images show two differently processed motion corrected images.

Statistical analysis
For statistical analysis, the software SAS (SAS Institute Inc., Version 9.4) was used. Data were analyzed using a mixed model (procedure PROC GLIMMIX) calculated on 3 levels. The individual patient and the X-ray projection were added to the model as random effects. Hereby, the mixed model compensated for the fact that there were several images of the same patients. By letting all readers rate all pairs of images, we prevented clustering of the results. Therefore, it was not necessary to consider clustering of results in the mixed model. The results are in the form of mean ratings with 95 % confidence intervals (CI).

Results
354 pairs of images from 93 patients were rated. For 9 patients (approx. 9.7 %), malignant findings were established and histologically proven: 6 invasive ductal carcinomas (2 G1, 1 G2 and 3 G3) and 3 invasive lobular carcinomas (1 G1 and 2 G2). For 22 patients (approx. 23.7 %) benign findings were established. The exact classifications were inaccessible due to the anonymous data set. For the other 62 patients, no lesion was found.

Criteria 1, 2, and 3 were rated by the readers for 100 % of pairs of images (N = 1770). Criterion 4 was rated for 17.7 % (N = 314, 63 pairs of images), criterion 5 for 17.6 % (N = 311, 62 pairs of images) and criterion 6 for 13.5 % (N = 239, 48 pairs of images) of the 354 pairs of images by the readers. The discrepancy N = 3 between criteria 4 and 5 results from one missing rating for readers 1, 2, and 3.

The calculated results of the mean ratings including the 95 % CI considering the random effects are shown in Table 1. The mean ratings concerning criteria 1–5 show a superiority of the recom-
motion processes as equal. For criteria 2 and 4 rated the general image quality as better after motion correction. The calculated results of the mean ratings including the 95% CI considering the random effects are shown. Readers 1–4 rated the general image quality as better after motion correction. Only the mean rating of the criterion “visibility of lymph nodes” shows an inferiority of the recombined images processed by the motion correction algorithm (−0.29 (−0.46; −0.13)).

Table 2 describes the results of the superior criterion “general image quality” (criterion 1) based on the ratings of the individual readers. The calculated results of the mean ratings including the 95% CI considering the random effects are shown. Readers 1–4 rated the general image quality as better after motion correction. Only reader 5 rated the general image quality for both recombination processes as equal. For criteria 2–5, the pattern was the same, i.e., reader 5 gave worse ratings for the motion-corrected images than readers 1–4 (data not shown). The modal value of ratings was +1 for all readers except for reader 3, for whom the modal value was +2. The only reader who did not use the extreme ratings +2 and −2 was reader 5.

The mean ratings including the 95% CI of readers 1–4 for the general image quality are >0 and show significant superiority of the motion-corrected images. The mean rating including the 95% CI of reader 5 for this criterion is 0.04 (95% CI: −0.05–0.13), around 0, indicating no significant difference in the quality of the compared images.

**Conclusion and Discussion**

The objective of the study was to assess the effect of motion correction in CEDEM on image quality. For the criteria general image quality (1), sharpness of skin contour (2), and reduction of image artifacts (3), clear superiority of the motion-corrected images was shown. For the criteria sharpness of lesion contour (4) and contrast of lesion (5), moderate superiority of the motion-corrected images was shown (Fig. 1).

For the criterion visibility of lymph nodes (6), moderate inferiority of the motion-corrected images was shown (Fig. 2). This leads to the conclusion that motion-corrected processing in CEDEM can improve image quality and reduce general image artifacts. Reduced lymph node visibility on the recombined images caused by the motion-corrected processing appears to be an acceptable deterioration, because the lymph node visibility on the FFDM and the LE images—which are always available in clinical practice—is not reduced. It must be mentioned that the contrast uptake of lymph nodes varies depending on tissue composition and lymph node status. For instance, a fully fatty involuted lymph node is not expected to show significant contrast uptake and should therefore not be visible on the recombined images.

The ratings of reader 5 for criterion 1 (Table 2), which differ from those of the other readers, are worthy of discussion. Reader 5 shows a clear tendency toward conservative evaluation. The extreme ratings (+2, −2) were not used by reader 5. Furthermore, this reader used the rating 0 by far the most of all readers. This rating behavior is most likely caused by the fact that in the vast majority of the cases motion correction led to better image quality but did not profoundly influence the reading of the image. In no case were the noticeable motion artifacts the reason for incorrect diagnosis or an overlooked cancer. Moreover, the contrast and delineation of all enhancing cancers were only barely or not substantially influenced by the motion correction. Therefore, grading the difference of the corrected and non-corrected images with 0 is justified but not mandatory. The better impression of the images with motion correction justifies the rating +1 or +2 in the same way.

General recommendations in the literature for the reduction of motion artifacts in CEDEM describe the need to tell the patients that they must not move and to use adequate compression during the examination [5, 6, 15]. Individual previous studies described the use of spectral detectors that were able to acquire the LE and HE images simultaneously and thus lead to complete elimination of motion artifacts between LE and HE acquisition [15, 16]. However, these studies used phantoms for imaging and these technologies are not yet available in clinical practice. In breast MRI nonrigid registration is a well-known method for the compen-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>reader</th>
<th>ratings on the likert scale n (%)</th>
<th>mean rating (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−2</td>
<td>−1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3 (0.9)</td>
<td>34 (9.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 (0.3)</td>
<td>22 (6.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4 (1.1)</td>
<td>10 (2.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6 (1.7)</td>
<td>7 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>113 (31.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Every reader rated the same 354 pairs of images. Jeder Reader bewertete dieselben 354 Bildpaare.
sation of motion-related changes [17]. In CEDEM the usage of nonrigid registration for the compensation of motion has only been sporadically described [9, 18]. This study pursued this approach and showed the potential benefits of nonrigid registration in CEDEM. The results of the study show the relevance of motion-corrected processing of CEDEM in clinical practice but should not be overestimated. In the end the visibility of relevant findings is crucial and their qualitative presentation is only secondary. Only slight improvements in the decisive criteria sharpness of lesion contour (4) and contrast of lesion (5) were shown. It is questionable whether this affects the assessment of a lesion in clinical practice. Although there was no such case in this study, the blurring of existing lesions and possible feigning of non-existent lesions [11] are described and conceivable in the case of marked motion artifacts. Motion-corrected processing might make it possible to minimize unnecessary further diagnostic uncertainty as well as false-negative findings. This might lead to lower costs and fewer additional procedures for patients, like MRI or ultrasound-guided biopsy. The algorithm is already integrated into the used mammography system and can be optionally activated. With usage of the motion correction algorithm in clinical practice, no additional effort is required and there is no significant delay in image processing.

A crucial limitation of the study was that just image quality criteria were assessed. The extent to which the improvement of the image quality in CEDEM influences the diagnostic accuracy was not investigated. This should be assessed in further studies. Another limitation of the study was the rough characterization of the subject population caused by the anonymization of the data set in which just the malignant lesions were available. Furthermore, lesions were visible only on 17.7 % and lymph nodes only on 13.5 % of the pairs of images, which is why criteria 4–6 had a lower number of ratings than criteria 1–3.

All in all, the usage of nonrigid registration for motion correction significantly improves general image quality and the quality of subordinate criteria on the recombined CEDEM images at the expense of a somewhat reduced lymph node visibility in some cases.
CLINICAL RELEVANCE OF THE STUDY

- Non-rigid registration might have the potential to increase diagnostic accuracy.
- Non-rigid registration improves general image quality.
- Non-rigid registration might have the potential to minimize unnecessary further diagnostic procedures.
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